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AN INTERACTIVE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
HAUS DER MUSIK AT A GLANCE

Vienna is known as the global capital of music, or in the words of Ingeborg Bachmann: “Some of 

our cities are singled out from others and referred to as “Cities of Music”. Among these, you have to 

imagine cities in which music, ringing out and fading away, becomes part of the architecture.”

“Music and architecture” also aptly describes Haus der Musik in Vienna city centre. It is not a 

museum in the traditional sense, but an interactive experience that provides surprising approaches 

to music and soundscapes, while also conveying the history and tradition of Viennese music, with its 

great masters, conductors and composers. An important part of this is the “Museum of the Vienna 

Philharmonic” that presents the history and current activities of one of the world’s most famous 

orchestras. 

Instead of taking a passive approach, the unique concept, which has turned this sound museum 

into one of the world’s leading musical attractions over the course of its 20-year history, 

combines interaction and playful experiences: sound experiments, interactive music installations 

and multimedia education projects invite museum visitors to explore the world of sound in an 

entertaining and engaging manner and express their own creativity. 

In addition to exhibition areas, Haus der Musik also has a museum shop and glazed inner courtyard, 

as well the event hall and top floor, which can be hired for functions.
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FROM OTTO NICOLAI TO PRESENT DAY
THE HISTORY OF THE BUILDING

In the mid-19th century, the palace originally owned by Archduke Charles (1771-1847), one of the 

most popular members of the Habsburg dynasty, was home to the Viennese composer Otto Nicolai. 

Nicolai’s work, “The Merry Wives of Windsor”, still belongs to the standard repertoire of most opera 

houses. 

The “Philharmonic Concerts” tradition also started with Otto Nicolai - he launched these in 1842 

and they became an institution. Otto Nicolai is therefore the founder of the Vienna Philharmonic 

Orchestra. The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra chose to establish its museum and historic archive 

here. 

During the 19th and 20th centuries, the building was repeatedly remodelled and used for various 

purposes. Following further renovation and refurbishment, Haus der Musik opened in June 2000 – 

an interactive musical experience that is globally unique.

In 2005, the previously privately-owned Haus der Musik was acquired by Wien Holding to secure 

the long-term future of this unique institution.  Since it opened, almost four million people have 

visited the sound museum and attendance figures (2019: 243,637), which have more than doubled 

since 2000, are testimony to its constant appeal to music lovers from around the world. 
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A JOURNEY THROUGH HAUS DER MUSIK
EXHIBITION FLOORS AT A GLANCE

“These are cities with major and minor streets, three-four and four-four traffic, green rests, 

chromatic steps, parks full of divertimentos and a sky overhead which is an everlasting symphony of 

colour,” wrote the Austrian poet and author, Ingeborg Bachmann in her novel, “Malina”.

The layout and imagery of Haus der Musik are clear manifestations of these words: music is 

everywhere! A unique interactive musical experience unfolds over four floors.

GROUND FLOOR
FOYER / GRAND STAIRCASE

In the spacious foyer and glazed inner courtyard there is a small room for special exhibitions, the 

self-service Café Nicolai and a piano that everyone is welcome to play. A master violin maker runs 

her studio next to the Annagasse entrance, where museum visitors can watch her at work.
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The grand staircase of this historic palace also acts as an interactive piano with motion-sensitive 

steps as keys, inviting visitors to start their musical tour by making music, step by step. Combined 

with a newly developed music education concept, visitors can playfully experience the connection 

between an instrument and notation – interactively, instantly and extremely simply.

FIRST FLOOR
MUSEUM OF THE VIENNA PHILHARMONIC

The former state rooms of the palace now house the Museum of the Vienna Philharmonic 

Orchestra. The composer and conductor, Otto Nicolai (1810-1849), resided here on the principal 

floor when he founded the orchestra with the unique sound in 1842. 

The history of this world famous orchestra and its outstanding musicians is presented with the help 

of some original documents and visitors can experience the highlights of the current New Year’s 

Concert in a separate auditorium. The “Waltz-Dice-Game” is extremely popular: it allows visitors to 

compose their very own waltz using motion tracking, play it back and then purchase the score as a 

unique souvenir.  

A special Austrian musical and cultural history document is displayed in the historic setting of the 

adjoining “Nicolai Room”: the decree establishing the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.
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STAIRPLAY - MUSIC STEP BY STEP



SECOND FLOOR
SONOTOPIA

After being relaunched to mark the 20th anniversary of the sound museum in January 2020, an 

entire floor is now dedicated to new installations and sound experiments: SONOTOPIA.  

Beginning with the ORIGINS Room that is atmospherically dimmed to focus on hearing, visitors walk 

through a soundscape featuring different noise sources. Afterwards, science walls and experiment 

stations invite them to embark upon a journey into the world of acoustics and sounds to explore 

topics such as noise and hearing. 

In the INSTRUMENTARIUM, visitors can marvel at oversized musical instruments or experience for 

themselves how sound is created using different instrument types (aerophones, chordophones, 

idiophones and membranophones). 

In the virtual reality sound lab, SONOTOPIA UNIVERSE, bizarre, colourful sound beings float around 

in a fantastical sound world. The special thing about this is that these so-called “Clongs” are created 

by visitors themselves in the adjacent SONOTOPIA LAB. Everyone is invited to bring their very own 

sound creature to life, with an individual appearance, temperament and sound.
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THIRD FLOOR
THE GREAT MASTERS

Haus der Musik in the centre of Vienna is the first point of call for music lovers from around the 

world wanting to learn about the history and tradition of highly acclaimed Viennese music. A 

separate room is devoted to each of the great composers, Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, Franz Schubert, Johann Strauß and Gustav Mahler.      

Visitors can immerse themselves in the lives of these great masters by means of historical pictures, 

sound bites, musical scores, letters and personal items and learn about their major works: lively 

quartets, emotional sonatas and spectacular symphonies provide the acoustic accompaniment to 

the museum exhibits.

Things become interactive in the Mozart Room with the “NAMADEUS” game that allows visitors to 

turn their names into an original Mozart interpretation.                                

The “New Vienna School” exhibition area provides exciting insights into the lives and works of 

Arnold Schönberg, Alban Berg and Anton von Webern. In the EXODUS Room, Haus der Musik 

remembers all the musicians who were forced into exile or murdered during the national socialist 

era.
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FOURTH FLOOR
THE VIRTUAL CONDUCTOR

A very special highlight awaits visitors on the fourth floor of the museum: The Virtual Conductor. 

Because this is where everyone can have a go at what is usually reserved for the world’s greatest 

conductors - namely stand in front of the world famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in the 

Goldener Saal of Wiener Musikverein!    

Take up the baton at the digital music stand and choose between the Blue Danube, Annen Polka 

and Orpheus Quadrille by Johann Strauss Junior, Eine kleine Nachtmusik by Mozart, Brahms’ 

Hungarian Dance No. 5 or the Radetzky March by Johann Strauss Senior. And then the music starts, 

but only if they vigorously move the baton. The musicians attentively follow their movements: the 

higher the maestro raises the baton, the louder the orchestra plays. And the faster they conduct, the 

quicker it plays. But they only receive applause if they have performed well and kept in time; if not, 

they are in for a surprise! 

After an acoustically quiet room, to reset their hearing, their visit ends in the Museum Shop.
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TOP FLOOR
EVENT VENUE AND EVENT HALL

The event hall on the top floor is used intensively as a stage for children’s concerts, the Haus der 

Musik “Live On Stage” series (singer-songwriter evenings) and performances by the “Imperial Classic 

Orchestra”, but can also be hired for private functions. Be it a concert, dinner, discussion panel, 

corporate presentation or Christmas party – the venue offers diverse and varied options: the event 

hall can be perfectly combined with the adjacent two-storey event venue. Featuring a bar area and 

incredible panoramic view over the rooftops of Vienna, this provides an idyllic setting for private 

functions.
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MISSION STATEMENT

BY SIMON K. POSCH, DIRECTOR OF HAUS DER MUSIK

Vienna has always been a city of musical innovation and a place where people were not afraid 

to try the unconventional. At Haus der Musik, we seek to reflect Vienna’s pioneering character in 

terms of music by offering our visitors inventive and novel approaches deliberately distinct from 

classical music education. As an interactive museum, it is place of animated interaction that playfully 

opens up new approaches to music. Our aim is to convey understanding, open-mindedness and 

enthusiasm when dealing with music.  

After it opened, Maestro Zubin Mehta assumed Haus der Musik’s honorary chairmanship. What 

inspired him to do so was the cheerful and direct presentation of the material that brings together 

people with a wide range of musical tastes, gets them talking, grabs their interest and overcomes 

any prejudices when dealing with musicological topics. A team of recognised music experts, 

designers, sound engineers and exhibition curators worked together to achieve this vision of 

creating a world that allows the unconventional introduction to music that was envisaged from the 

start.                

Besides historical aspects, we put a particular emphasis on the interplay of natural and electronic 

sound production and the relationship between analogue and digital. The interactive installations 

remain an important part of our museum and are greeted with enthusiasm by young and old alike.
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Giving children and young people access to music. 
Worldwide.

I’m delighted that our interactive sound museum is repeatedly used as a reference project, including 

internationally. For example, Haus der Musik is the licensor and partner of “Casa de la Música de 

Viena en Puebla” that opened on 13 January 2015 in Puebla, near Mexico City. With the same 

installations and the same basic idea and intention as the Vienna sound museum and lively bilateral 

exchange between Austria and Mexico.                              

Haus der Musik is also an official partner and ambassador of the “Lang Lang International Music 

Foundation”. With the aim of launching new music education projects and giving children and 

young people access to the world of music, where this is not easily possible. For example, urgently 

needed musical instruments are acquired for schools or music education initiatives started.    

                       

Stimulating curiosity and sparking enthusiasm for music at any early age is the principal aim of Haus 

der Musik’s music education work. Music as a universal language helps to build bridges between 

people. It encourages linguistic and intercultural understanding, improves cohesion, promotes self-

confidence and makes people happy. 

My team and I wish you an exciting musical voyage of discovery and a great deal of fun during your 

visit to Haus der Musik! 

Simon K. Posch 

Director of Haus der Musik 
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Haus der Musik has established itself not only as a museum, but also as an indispensable event 

venue and important player in Vienna’s cultural landscape. As a vibrant music platform, Haus der 

Musik stages over 80 concerts and in-house events every year. Its musical repertoire includes 

hands-on children’s concerts by popular children’s entertainers (Mai Cocopelli, Bernhard Fibich, 

Marko Simsa and Gernot Kranner), singer/songwriter concerts (“Live on Stage” series) in the top 

floor concert hall and the spring festival held over several days (“HdM Sinnesrauschen”) in the 

spacious inner courtyard, featuring national and international acts from the indie/alternative music 

scene. Guest performers have included Wallis Bird, Glen Hansard, Olli Schulz, Velojet, Friska Viljor, 

Giant Sand, Clara Luzia and Sophie Hunger. From the outset, all concerts have been organised in 

collaboration with the Vienna Songwriting Association and Klaus Totzler. 

The programme also includes artists’ talks by renowned personalities such as Gustavo Dudamel, 

Christian Thielemann, Placido Domingo or Zubin Mehta, as well as guided tours or film and book 

presentations. These address current events in the music world or enlarge upon the content of the 

special exhibitions, which constantly offer regular Viennese audiences, in particular, something new. 

In addition, music education activities are developed, as well as specific events for children and 

young people.  

The city centre museum also enjoys growing popularity as an external event venue, repeatedly 

providing a platform for external music events, discussion evenings, presentations, award 

ceremonies, etc. 
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Musical variety put into practice

HAUS DER MUSIK AS A VIBRANT EVENT VENUE



CONCERTS, DISCUSSIONS, TALKS

Children’s concerts

Children’s concerts are regular features that are extremely popular and encourage children to 

playfully interact with music.

Artists’ talks

Workshop discussions regularly take place with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.

Live on Stage

Our monthly concert series presents national and international acts from the indie/alternative music 

scene.

Sinnesrauschen

At our spring music festival, the inner courtyard is transformed into an impressive festival venue for 

the evening, featuring extremely talented musicians.

Long Night of Museums

Every year, Haus der Musik takes part in the “ORF Lange Nacht der Museen” and is one of the busiest 

venues. In 2005, Haus der Musik received the ORF “Performance Award” for the best presentation of 

the “Lange Nacht der Museen”.
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AUDIENCE FAVOURITES

A SELECTION OF SOUND MUSEUM HIGHLIGHTS

Stairplay – Music Step by Step 

Discover, experience and understand the world of notes in just a few short minutes on the 

interactive sound staircase – step by step.

The Virtual Conductor

Conduct the world famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.

Museum of the Vienna Philharmonic 

The birthplace and museum of one of the world’s most famous orchestras.

Enjoy the highlights of the New Year’s Concert in the auditorium. 

Waltz-Dice-Game 

Roll the dice and compose your own waltz using motion tracking.

NAMADEUS

An interactive game, where visitors can turn their names into an original Mozart interpretation.

FACING MOZART

Bring Mozart’s portrait to life using face tracking with facial expressions and gestures.

SONOTOPIA UNIVERSE 

Take a seat at the virtual reality lab table and create your very own sound creature with an individual 

appearance and temperament. 

Zoo concert  

Design a multimedia music theatre by moving your body and make the animals from Marko Simsa’s 

children’s book dance, waddle or hop.
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FACTSHEET

Haus der Musik was established as a privately-owned initiative and was acquired by Wien Holding  in  

2005. After construction had started in December 1998, the museum finally opened its doors on 16 

June 2000 

 Director

 Director Simon K. Posch

 Honorary President

 Maestro Zubin Mehta

 Awards

 -  2005 ORF “Performance Award” for the best presentation of the “Lange Nacht der Museen” 

 -  Austrian Museum Prize 2002

 -  Austrian Multimedia & E-Business Prize 2002

 -  category culture and e-entertainment, jury award

 -  Web Award 2000, winner category culture

 Total Area    Exhibition Area

 5000 m²    3000 m²

 Visitors per year   Opening hours

 approximately 243.500   daily 10am to 10pm
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ENTRANCE FEES

Adults 16,00

Students (under the age of 27), senior citizens, challenged persons 12,00

Children under the age of 12 7,00

Children under the age of 3 frei

Groups starting at 10 persons (p.P) 10,00

Family ticket (max. 2 Adults and 3 Children under the age of 12) 33,00

Adults 20,00

Children (between the ages 3 – 12) 8,00

Pupils (from the age of 12), Students (under the age of 27), senior citizens 13,00

Night ticket (daily from 8pm) 8,00

MemberCard (annual ) 49,00
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Combined ticket with Mozarthaus Vienna

all prices in € EURO

all prices in € EURO



CONTACT

HAUS DER MUSIK

Seilerstätte 30, 1010 Wien

Tel +43-1-513-4850

Mail info@hdm.at

Web www.hdm.at

Täglich 10-22 Uhr

PRESS PHOTOS AND LATEST PRESS RELEASES
are available at for download at www.hausdermusik.com/presse

hausdermusik

@hausdermusik_vienna

@hausdermusik
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